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COUNTING RATIONAL POINTS ON CUBIC SURFACES
by
Roger Heath-Brown

Abstract. — Let F[W,X,Y,Z] be a rational cubic form, and let N(0)(i?) be the
number of rational zeros of F of height at most R, which do not lie on any rational line
in the surface F = 0. We show that
Nm(R) <S,F R4/3+£
for anyfixede > 0, subject to a suitable hypothesis on the size of the rank of elliptic
curves. For the proof one counts points on the cubic curves obtained from hyperplane
sections of the surface F = 0.

1. Introduction
For any cubic form F(W, X, Y, Z) e Z[W, X, Y, Z] let
NF(R) = N(R) = #{x e Z4 : F(x) = 0, |x| < R, x primitive},
where |x| is the Euclidean length of x, and an integer vector x = (xi,..., xn) is
defined to be primitive if x ^ 0 and x\,..., xn have no common factor. We are
concerned here with the size of N(R) as R tends to infinity. If the surface F = 0
contains a rational line, then there will be cR2 + 0£(R1+£) primitive points on that
line, counted by N(R), for any positive e and an appropriate constant c > 0. One
would expect that such 'trivial' points greatly outnumber the remaining 'non-trivial'
points and we therefore define
(R) to be the number of points x counted by
N(R), such that x does not lie on any rational line in the surface F = 0. There are
some very precise conjectures about the size of N(0\R), (see Franke, Manin, and
Tschinkel [2], for example). However very little has been proved in general. Indeed,
as far as the author is aware the following question is still open.
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Question 1. — Is it true that Np(R) <^£,F R2+£,for any irreducible F and any
e >0?
The notation <C£,F means that the implied constant may depend on both e and F.
A very general result has been given by Pila [8] which shows in particular that
NF(R) <£ i?7/3+£,
for any e > 0, uniformly for all absolutely irreducible cubic forms F.
One might indeed be more ambitious and ask for a positive answer to the following.
Question 2. — Is there a constant 9 < 2 such that
7V(°)(i?)«F R9,
for every F ?
This would demonstrate that points on rational lines really do dominate the rate of
growth of Np{R). Progress has been made in certain special cases, and the author
has recently shown [3] that
(1)

N^(R)

<£,Fi?4/3+£

for any e > 0, and any non-singular F such that the surface F = 0 contains three
coplanar rational lines. In particular (1) holds for
F(W, X, y, Z) = W3 + X3 + Y3 + Z3.
Ideally however one would hope for an affirmative answer to the following question.
Question 3. — Is it true that

(R) <C£,F R1+£,for any F and any e > 0 ?

This is only known to be true in rather trivial cases, such as those in which iV(0) (R)
is equal to 0, or forms of the shape W3 — XYZ, for example.
We shall be concerned with Question 2, and it is our goal to describe an approach
which yields a satisfactory answer, subject to the following natural hypothesis about
elliptic curves.
Rank Hypothesis. — For any rational elliptic curve E let CE denote the conductor
and let VE denote the rank. Then we have
VE = o(logC#) as CE -> oo.
To put this into context, we observe that
(2)
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for all rational elliptic curves, and
logC£
rE < log logCtf = o(log CE)
for any rational elliptic curve with at least one rational point of order 2. These assertions ought to be well-known. However we include proofs in §6, for the sake of
completeness. We remark that Mestre [7] has shown, subject to the conjecture of
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer, that (3) holds for every modular rational elliptic curve
E, providing the associated L-function satisfies the Riemann Hypothesis.
We can now state our principal result.
(3)

Theorem 1. — If the Rank Hypothesis holds then
^V(0)(Ä)«£,F R4/3+£
for any non-singular form F and any e > 0.
The proof of Theorem 1 involves taking hyperplane sections through the surface
F — 0, to produce a number of cubic curves, most of which will be non-singular. We
then estimate the number of points on each of these curves. We remark that this line
of attack can be considerably generalized. Thus one can take a completely arbitrary
variety, and attempt to count how many points may lie on each of its plane sections.
However we shall not explore this possibility here.
To count points on our cubic curves we introduce the following definitions. Let
G(X, Y, Z) G Z[X, Y, Z] be a cubic form, and let | \G\ | denote the maximum modulus of the coefficients of G. Now define N(G, R) to be the number of primitive points
x G Z3 in the sphere |x| ^ R for which G(x) = 0, with the proviso that if L(x)
is a rational linear factor of G, then any points on L(x) = 0 are to be excluded. Of
course this latter case can only arise when G is singular.
Our principal results on N(G, R) are then the following.
Theorem 2. — Let G(X, Y, Z) G
cubic form. Then
(4)

Y, Z] be an absolutely irreducible singular

N(G,R) «£ R2^£\\G\\£,

for any e > 0.
Theorem 3. — Let G(X, Y, Z) G
Y, Z] be a non-singular cubic form. Then if
the Rank Hypothesis holds we will have
N(G,R) ^ £(G,R)
for any e > 0.
In Theorem 2 the exponent 2/3 is best possible, as the example G(X, Y, Z) —
XY2 - Z3 shows. This vanishes at (a3,63, ab2), which takes at least > R2/3 primitive values in the sphere of radius R.
SOCIÉTÉ MATHÉMATQ
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For Theorem 3, it is easy to show that
N(G,R)<e,G R£,
and the real difficulty lies in establishing a good dependence on \\G\\. We shall also
have to handle the case in which G is reducible, but the estimates we shall obtain
(in §5) depend on the coefficients of G in a more delicate manner than in the cases
above. It would be interesting to obtain unconditional bounds of the type given by
Theorem 3, with R£ replaced by a term with a larger exponent. The best such result
currently available seems to be the estimate
N{G,R) <^£ R4/s+£,
due to Pila [8]. This holds uniformly in G, for anyfixede > 0.
2. Proof of Theorem 2
We begin our treatment of Theorem 2 by observing that G has exactly one singular
point, which is therefore rational. We take the singular point to be the primitive
integer vector xo- Elimination theory shows that |xn | <C | \G\ |A for a suitable absolute
constant A.
At this point it is convenient to introduce a convention concerning the large number
of absolute constants which will occur in what follows. All such constants will be
denoted by the same letter A, which therefore has a potentially different meaning at
each occurence. This notation allows us to write |xo|A <C UGH'4, for example, given
that |xo| <ti \\G\\A. Such a convention needs to be treated with caution, but it avoids
the notational complications of introducing A, A1A'" etc.
Proceeding with our argument, there will be an invertible integer change of variables, T say, which sends xo to the point (1,0,0) and with coefficients which are
0{\\G\\A). This takes G to a form G' with ||G'|| < \\G\\A. The form G'(X,Y,Z)
may now be written as XQ(Y, Z) + G(Y, Z) where Q and C are quadratic and cubic forms respectively, and ||Q||, ||C|| <C \\G\\A. If G(x) = 0 for some primitive
vector x, the corresponding triple Tx = (X, Y, Z) will also be primitive. Thus if
Y = Z = 0, then X = ±1. Otherwise we may set Y = ry, Z = rz with y,z
coprime, so that
(5)
XQ(y,z)+rC(y,z)=0.
The polynomials Q and C are coprime, since the original cubic G is supposed to be
absolutely irreducible. It follows from an application of the Euclidean algorithm that
there are a quadratic form Q', a linear form L', and a non-zero constant K\, all of
which are integral, which satisfy
Q(Y, Z)Q\Y, Z) + C(Y, Z)L'(Y, Z) = K{YA
identically. Here K\ may depend on the original form G, and on the linear transformation T. It is clear, when one examines the algorithm, that the constant K\
ASTÉRISQUE 251
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will satisfy K\ <C max{||Q||, ||C||]A Since Q(y, z)\rC(y, z) we conclude that
Q(y,z)|rif1y4,withK1«||G||A.
In a precisely analogous way onefindsthat Q(y, z)\rK2z4, for some non-zero integer constant K2 <C \\G\\A. Thus Q{y,z) divides both rK1K2yA and rKiK2z4,
and since y and z are coprime it follows that
z) must be a factor of rK\K2.
On the other hand r and X must be coprime, since our original vector x was assumed to be primitive, and hence (5) shows that r\Q(y,z). We therefore conclude
that Q(y, z) = vK for some divisor K of K\K2. The number of factors of K\K2
is 0£(||G||£), by virtue of the well known estimate for the divisor function and our
bounds for K\ and K2. Since K\K2 is independent of our original vector x, we
conclude that K only takes 0£(||G||£) values. Equation (5) now produces KX =
—C(y,z), KY = yQ(y,z), and KZ = zQ(y,z). We can therefore reverse the
linear transformation T to obtain
^ x = (Ci(y^),C2(y^),C3(y^)),
where the cubic forms C{ are obtained from —C(y,z), yQ(y,z) and zQ(y,z) by
It remains to estimate, for each of 0£(||G||£) values of if, how many primitive
vectors x, formed as above, lie in the sphere |x| ^ R. Our principal tool in doing this
is the following result.
Lemma 1. — Letf(y,z) G %[y,z] be an irreducible cubic form. Then for any e > 0
we have
#{x€Z2: 0 < | / ( x ) K 4 « £

K2^+S

uniformly in f,for n ^ 0.
This follows from Theorem 1C of Schmidt [9; Chapter III].
We will require a corresponding result when / is reducible, but does not have a
repeated factor.
Lemma 2. — Let f(y,z) G rL\y^z\ be a reducible cubic form, with no repeated
factor. Then for any e > 0 we have
#{x G Z2 : 0 < |/(x)| < K} «£ n2l*+£
uniformly in f,for K ^ 0.
This will be proved in the next section.
We may now apply Lemmas 1 and 2 to our situation. Suppose that C and C" are
rational cubic forms, neither of which has 3 distinct linear factors. Thus, in particular,
neither C nor C" can vanish. Then either they both contain the same repeated factor,
or they may be written in the shape Cf(x, y) = x2(ax + by) and C"(x, y) = y2(cx +
SOCIÉTÉ MATHÉMATQ
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dy) after a suitable change of variable. In the latter case the condition for the form
AC" + 11C" to have a repeated factor is that the discriminant
- 27(Xa)2(fid)2 + 18(\a)(\b)(fAc)(iid)
+ (Xb)2(fic)2 - 4(Aa)(^c)3 - 4(Ab)3(//d)
is non-zero. Thus we get a form with no repeated factor from at least one of
(A,/x) = (l,l), (1,-1), (1,2)
unless C or C" vanishes, a case already excluded.
Since the forms C(y, z) and Q(y, z) must be coprime, there can be no repeated
factor common to C(y, z),yQ(y, z),zQ(y, z). The above argument then shows that
there is some combination XCi + /iCj, with A , / i < l , which has no repeated factor.
We shall choose such a combination and denote it Co(y,z). We therefore need to
know how many primitive pairs (y, z) have K\C$(y, z) and |Zf _1Co(y, z)\ < i?. In
order to remove the factor K from the form Co we may follow the procedure used by
Schmidt [9; Chapter III, §6]. (It should be noted that Schmidt's presentation contains
the misprint *p\k9 both in the statement of Propsition 6B, and in equation (6.3). In
each case this should read pf fc.) Let K' be a positive integer, all of whose prime
factors divide K, and write
Af(C0,m) = #{(y,z) e 1? : C0(y,z) = m, h.c.f.(y,*) = 1}.
Schmidt's argument shows that there are at most3W(K)integral forms C^\y, z) say,
each of which is equivalent over the rationals to a rational multiple of CQ , such that
Af(C0,KKfm) ^ ^ A T ( C « , m )
i
for any m coprime to K.
If Co(y, z) = Kn with 0 < \n\ <C R, we may write n as K'm with m coprime to
K and satisfying 0 < \m\ <S R/K'. Now, since none of the forms Ci above has a
repeated factor, Lemmas 1 and 2 yield
#tty,z)

G Z2 : C0(y,s) = Kn, h.c.f.(t/,z) = 1, 0 < Inl « i?}
R 2/3+£
<6
K'
K'
However, since Kf runs over those integers composed solely of primes which divide
K, we have
R
Y = RC 2/3+£ Ra -1 < Ra2^K)
K'
K'
p\K

ME

E

for anyfixed<J > 0.
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Since Co(y, z) = 0 has 0 ( 1 ) solutions with (y, z) primitive, these considerations
therefore produce Os{KeR2l3+s) pairs (y, z), for each of 0£ (|\G\|£) values of K <C
\\G\\A. Theorem 2 now follows on redefining 6.
3. The proof of Lemma 2
The argument we shall use to establish Lemma 2 is related to, but simpler than, that
given by Schmidt [9; Chapter III, §§2& 5]. We observe at the outset that it suffices to
establish the result for primitive points x, since the stated form of the lemma follows
trivially from the corresponding version for primitive solutions.
After a suitable change of variable we may write / in the shape xq(x, y), where
q(x, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2
is a non-singular integral quadratic form, with C / 0. We shall write D = 0) for the
discriminant. Without loss of generality we may assume that x and C are positive.
We shall also assume throughout the proof that K, is sufficiently large. This is clearly
permissable.
We now set Q = 8K2/3 and we write N for the number of primitive solutions of
0 < x\q(x, y)\ < n. For any prime p G (Q, 2Q] we write Ni(p) for the number of
solutions for which p\x, and N2(3)) for the remainder. Then
{n(2Q)-7r(Q)}N

=

E

E

N1 (p) +
N2(p).
Q<p^2Q
Q<p^2Q
Since x is clearly at most K thefirstsum on therightmay be written in the form

E #{P€(Q,2Q}:

p\x } ^ N log K,

x,y
the summation on the left being over pairs (x, y) counted by N. It follows that

E

1

NUp) ^ [n(2Q) - n(Q)\N,
2
Q < p < 2Q
and hence that
{TT(2Q) -TT(Q)}N

^ 2

E

N2(p).
Q<p^2Q
We may therefore fix a prime p G (Q, 2Q] such that N ^ 2N2(p). For each pair
(x,y) counted by N2(p) there is an integer a in the range 1 ^ a ^ p such that
y = ax (mod p). Substituting y — ax + pz wefindthat 0 < x|go(#> ¿01 ^
for
an appropriate form qo(x, z) = A$x2 + B$xz + C$z2, with discriminant Do = p2D
and with Co — p2C. It follows that there is some value of a such that
N ^ 2N2(p) < 2pNo < 32K2/37V0,
where iVo counts primitive solutions of 0 < x\qo(x, z)\ ^ K.
(6)
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We now observe that for each value of x the range for z is given by
D0x2
B0
K
x?< XCQ'
2C0
4C02
This inequality specifies at most two possible intervals in which z must lie, each
having length 0(\/K/XCO)- Since
| (Z +

Co = p2C ^ Q2C = 64K4/3 C > K

the intervals have length 0(1), and it follows that there are 0(1) values of z for each
possible x.
We shall factor qo{x, z) as Co(z — 9x)(z — <f>x) where
0=

-BQ + S/DO

2C0

è =

-Bo-VDo
2C0

It follows that
K

(7)

\(z - 6x)(z - </>x)\ XCQ
^

We proceed to count those solutions for which \z — 6x\ ^ \z — cj>x\, the alternative
case being treated in an exactly analogous manner. For such solutions we have
(8)

\z -6x\^\(z-

Ox)(z - (t>x)\112 ^ {K \l/2
xCo

We claim that one also has
(9)

\z - 0x\ <

2K

*VIA)|

This follows from (8) unless
2K

K

\l/2
<{
x2 V | D0 | xCo

as we now assume. We then have
\Do\l'2x
1
> } K ,1/2
i-4>\x =
2
xCo
2C0
whence (8) implies that
\z - òx\ >\6- 6\x -\z-

K

Ox\ ^\0-6\x-{--\z-Ox\ ,1/2
xCo

D0\V2x
1
e-ó\x =
2
2Co
We therefore see that (9) is a consequence of (7). This completes the proof of (9).
>
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Now suppose we have two distinct primitive solutions (x\, Z\) and (x2,Z2) counted by No, both with 12 - 6x\ ^ 12: - <F>x\. We assume further that x\ ^ x2. Then
xi^2 ^2^1? whence
1 ^ |a?i2;2 - X2Z\\ = \X\(Z2 - 0x2) - X2(ZI - 6xi)\.
It follows from (8) that
1<x1(

K
,1/2 + x2{ K .1/2 ^2x2
X2CQ
xiCo

K

1/2

xiCo

Thus
1
2

x\ ^ 4X%KC0 1 ^ X2,

providing that
x2 ^

(10)

Co
8K

Similarly, using (9) wefindthat
1 < 2x2

2K

x2 V | d0 |

whence
1
Xl < 2(X2K)V2\DO\ •1/4 < X2,

2

providing that
16K

(11)

X2 >

x2 V | d0 |

However
16K
Co
x2 V | d0 | 8K

since our initial choice of p and Q ensures that
CoV\Do\ = P3CVTÖ| ^ p3 ^ Q3 = 512K2.
It follows that the ranges (10) and (11) cover all possibilities for x2, so that x\ ^ \x2
for any two solutions of the type under consideration. Now, since we always have
x ^ K, we may divide the available range into O(logK) subintervals of the form
Ko < x ^ 2KO, each of which can contain at most one relèvent value for x. In
this way we see that there can be at most 0(log K) possible values for x, and, as has
previously been observed, there are 0(1) corresponding values of z for each of these.
Thus NQ <§C log K, and (6) yields N <C K2/3 log K, which proves the lemma.
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4. Proof of Theorem 3
If there is no point x / Oon the curve G(x) = 0 lying in the sphere |x| ^
P, then of course N(G, R) = 0. Otherwise we can use such a point xo as a base
point to transform the curve into Weierstrass normal form. Thus there is a birational
transformation, 9 say, which takes G into
E : x2x3 = \x\ - g2xxx\ - gzx\.
By abuse of notation we shall also write E for the cubic form
E(x) = x\xz - (4a;? - g2xxx\ - gzx\).
The map 9 is given by formulae in which the coefficients are rational functions in
volving the coefficents of the original form G and the coordinates of xo. We may
clear the denominators in these formulae so that g2 and g% are integers, and so that
9 takes integer vectors to integer vectors. It follows that any integer solution x of
G(x) = 0 leads to a rational point P(x) on E. Moreover there will be an absolute
constant A for which
\\P(x)\\^A\\G\\A\x0\A\x\A,
where ||P|| = |(#i,#2>#3)| forP = (x\,x2,x$). (Here we should recall the conven
tion concerning the symbol A, which was introduced in §2.) Since 9 is a birational
transformation, points x on G — 0 which are distinct up to projective equivalence,
map to points P(x) on 25, which are also distinct up to projective equivalence. It
follows that
N(G,R) <&N(E,A\\G\\ARA).
Moreover, since g2,g3

||G||yl|xo|'4, we have
||2?|| « | | G | | ^ .

These considerations therefore yield the following conclusion.
Lemma 3. — To establish Theorem 3 it suffices to prove it for the case of curves in
Weierstrass normal form.
We are now in a position to use some of the standard results on elliptic curves. We
begin by translating our problem into one concerning the canonical height function
h(P). This is related to the 'logarithmic height' via the estimate
MP)=log||P|| + 0(log||E||)

for primitive points P. This follows from the work of Zimmer [12] for example. It
follows there is an absolute constant A such that h(P) ^ A log(| \E\ \R) for all points
ASTÉRISQUE 251
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P to be counted. If the rank of E is r and P i , . . . , Pr are generators for the MordellWeil group, our point P may be expressed as
r
P = T + ^2mPu
i=l
where T is a rational torsion point. Then
h(P) = h(niPi H
h nrPr) = Q(ni,..., nr),
say, where Q is a positive definite quadratic form. Since there are at most 16 values
for T, by the theorem of Mazur [6], it follows that
N(E, R) « # { ( m , . . . , nr) G Zr : Q(m,...,nr) < Alog(||£7||P)}.
We therefore call on the following lemma.
Lemma 4. — Let Q(x\,...,xr)
G M[xi,..., #r] tea positive definite quadratic
form, and suppose that Q(n) ^ Bo for every non-zero vector n G Zr. r/i^w
# { ( m , . . . , nr) G Zr; Q(m,..., nr) < B} < 1 + (9B/Bo)r/2.
The proof of this will be given at the end of this section.
At this point we shall require an admissable value for P0- This is given by the
following corollary of a result of Hindry and Silverman [4; Theorem 0.3].
Lemma 5. — Let E be a rational elliptic curve of conductor CE and discriminant
DE- Then there is an absolute constant A such that the canonical height on E satisfies
log \DE\
h(P) > (\og\DE\)exp{-A
\ogCE
for every non-torsion rational point P on E.
On comparing our various estimates we may now conclude that
log M , r/2
log\DE\
log CE
We now set À = A(log \DE\)/(log CE), whence our bound becomes
Alog(\\E\\R) exp y 1r/2
(12)
N(E,R)<£l + {
log CE
We clearly have log\DE\ <C log ||J5||, so that
log\\E\\
A< A
logCE
On the other hand every prime factor of CE occurs in 6DE, and the exponent to
which a prime may occur in CE is absolutely bounded. It therefore follows that
log \DE\ > log CE, and hence that A » 1.
N(E,R)

< 1+

A]DK(\\E\\R)

exp(A
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We now observe that the function eA/A is increasing with respect to A, for A ^ 1.
It then follows from our bounds for A that
ey
log I \E\|
^ exp{^4
A
log CE
whether A ^ 1 or not. On substituting into (12) we therefore obtain
N(E,R) < 1 +

{A^}r/2,

where // = (log(||£?||i?))/(log CE)- Since A\x ^ exp(A/j,) this leads to the bound
N(E, R) < exp{Arfi}.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3 for the curve E. Let e > 0 be given. Then,
according to the Rank Hypothesis, there is a constant C(e) such that
r < £ (logCjs)
A
for CE ^ C(e).Thus
N(E,R) «exp{£log(||£||i?)} = (\\E\\Ry,
as required, for CE ^ CE. In the remaining case, when CE ^ C(e), the height \\E\\
of the curve E, and also the rank r and the discriminant DE, can all be bounded in
terms of s. This follows from the fact (Shafarevich [10]) that there are only finitely
many curves E for each value of CE- The estimate (12) therefore becomes
N(E,R)

<£ (logi?)7*^2 <£ i?£,

where r(e) is an upper bound for the ranks of all curves with conductor at most C(e).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
It remains to establish Lemma 4. Since Q(x) is positive definite there is a nonsingular r x r real matrix M such that Q(x) = |Mx|2. Thus, on taking C = ^B/Bo,
it suffices to show that
(13)

#{n e Zr; \Mn\ < C} < 1 + (3C)r,

under the assumption that |Mn| ^ 1 for every non-zero vector n G Zr. However we
may observe that the ellipsoids
1
S(n) = {xGKr : |M(x + n)| <
2
are disjoint for distinct n, and lie inside the ellipsoid
1
{ x G l f : |M(x)| ^C +
2
for the vectors n to be counted. Thus if
Vr = Meas{x € Mr : |M(x)| < 1}
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we see that
Vr
• #{n
2r

G ZR;

1
Mn < C} < K(C + 1
2

whence
#{n

G ZR;

|Mn| < C} < (2C + l)r.

Thus (13) follows if C ^ 1, since 2C + 1 ^ 3C, while if C < 1 then only n = 0
can be counted. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
5. Deduction of Theorem 1
In order to cover our cubic surface with plane sections we use the following result,
whose proof is a trivial application of the pigeonhole principle.
Lemma 6. — Let x G ZN lie in the sphere |x| ^ R. Then there is a primitive vector
y G I/1, for which x • y = 0, and such that |y| <CN i?1/^-1).
In the case n = 4 each set {x G Z4 : x • y = 0} is a lattice of rank 3, and we can
choose a basis xi, X2, X3 say such that if x = Aixi + À2X2 + À3X3 then
(14)

|A1||x1| + |A2||x2| + |A3||x3|«|x|.

This follows from Davenport [1; Lemma 5].
We therefore see that the points on F(x) = 0 which also lie in the plane x • y = 0
are in 1-1 correspondence with points on the curve Gy(Ai, A2, A3) = 0, where
Gy(Ai, À2, A3) = F(AiXi + A2x2 + A3X3).
Moreover primitive points on F = 0 correspond to primitive points on Gy = 0, and
vice-versa. Since (14) implies that |À*| <C R and |x$| <C R in all relèvent cases, we
deduce that
|(Ai,A2,A3)| « P
and that
(15)

||Gy||«Fi?3.

These estimates can be improved somewhat, but they suffice for our purposes. Finally we observe that if Gy factors, with (Ai, A2, A3) being a zero of a rational linear
factor, then the 'curve' Gy = 0 is reducible, and includes a rational line, on which
(Ai, A2, A3) lies. The corresponding point x of the surface F = 0 therefore lies on a
rational line in the surface.
The above remarks show that there is an absolute constant A for which
№°>(R)

^

E

N(G„AR),

y
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where y runs over primitive integer vectors in the sphere |y | ^ AR1/3. Here we recall
that points lying on rational lines are to be excluded from N(Gy, AR) when Gy is
reducible. Theorems 2 and 3, taken in conjunction with the bound (15) therefore lead
to the conclusion that
(16)

N^(R)

<£,f {i?4/3 + R2'3N^{AR1I3)}RA£ + ^*
y

N(Gy, AR).

Here N1 (P) is the number of non-zero integer vectors y in the sphere |y | ^ P, for
which Gy is singular, and S* denotes a sum over primitive vectors for which Gy is
reducible.
To estimate N^(P) we note that Gy is singular if and only if F(y) = 0, where
F = 0 is the surface dual to F = 0. Moreover, if F(y) = 0, then y = VF(x) for
some x G C4 on the surface F = 0. This vector x will, according to Lemma 2 of
Hooley [5], be a scalar multiple of VF(y), unless y is a singular point of F. Since
the form F may be taken to have integer coefficients we conclude in the former case
that y = AVP(z) for some primitive vector z G Z4 on the surface F(z) = 0. The
singular locus of F has dimension 1 at most, whence the number of integer vectors y
in the sphere |y| ^ P, for which VF(y) = 0, can be at worst (9p(P2).
We proceed to investigate the alternative possibility, that y = AVP(z) for some
primitive vector z G Z4. We begin by noting that pe\ VF(z) implies p\z if either the
prime p or the exponent e is large enough, since F is non-singular. Since y is integral
and primitive, the set of possible values of the scalar A is finite and is determined
by F. In order to bound |z| we observe that the function |VF(u)| is continuous
on the compact set |u| = 1, under the usual topology, and hence attains its lower
bound. Since F is non-singular this lower bound must be strictly positive, whence
|VF(u)| »i? lfor |u| = 1. We therefore conclude in general that I VP (z) I » F |z|2.
In the situation under consideration we have |VF(z)| <C P, whence |z| <CF P1/2.
We may now conclude that there are OF(P2) possible points y for the case under
consideration, and hence that
(17)
N^iAR1/3) <F R2<3.
It remains to consider the contribution from the sum S*. Since the forms Gy are
singular in this case, there will be OF{R2^) possible values of y, by (17). Suppose
firstly that Gy has a factor if, say, which is not proportional to a rational form. Then
if H(x) — 0 for some x G Z3 we must also have H(x) = 0 for any conjugate H of
H. These two equations have O(l) solutions in primitive vectors x, and this produces
a total contribution 0F(R2/3) to E*.
In the alternative case Gy has a rational linear factor, so that the plane x.y = 0
must contain a rational line /, say, in the surface F = 0. There are at most 27 such
lines, so it suffices to restrict attention to values of y for which the corresponding
plane includes a specific line Zq? say. It is convenient to change coordinates so that IQ
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is given by XI = X2 — 0. Then the form F takes the shape
F(x) = xiQi(xi,...,X4)
+ x 2 Q 2 (xi,...,£4),
and the vector y takes the shape y = (a, ¡3,0,0), where a and /3 are coprime integers.
Since |y| <C i?1//3 we now have |a|,
<C i?1/3. Moreover primitive vectors x in the
plane x.y = 0 necessarily have the form (/?*i, — a*i, ¿2, ¿3) with (ii, ¿2? ¿3) being a
primitive integer vector. Since |x| <C R it follows that
(18)

|tiI « i?/max(|a|, |/?|),

|t2|, |t3| < P.

Now if F(x) = 0 then either t\ = 0, in which case x is on the line IQ, or Q(t) = 0,
where
Q(t) = Q(t,a,/?) = PQid3tu-at ut 2 ,h) - a Q 2 (0
tu-atut2,h).
We now call on the following result on solutions of quadratic forms, see HeathBrown [3; Theorem 3], for example.
Lemma 7. — Let Q be a non-singular integral ternary quadratic form, and suppose
that the binary form Q(0,X2,xs) is also non-singular. Then for any integer k the
equation Q(x) = 0 has 0£((\\Q\\R)£) primitive integer solutions in the sphere |x| ^
i?, with x\ — k.
In our application we have | \Q\ | <CF R, SO that there are 0£,F(R2£) solutions t2> ¿3
for each value of ¿i, providing that Q and Q(0, ¿2^3) are non-singular. If Q were
singular, with two quadratic conjugate factors, then Q(x) = 0 has O(l) primitive
integer solutions. On the other hand, if Q has a rational linear factor L say, then the
points for which L(t) = 0 produce a rational line on the surface F = 0, and hence
are not counted in N(Gy, AR).
It remains to consider the possibility that
Q(0, ¿2, *s) = / W 0 , 0 , í2, i3) - aQ2(0,0, ¿2, ¿3)
is singular. This can happen for O(l) coprime pairs of integers a,/?, except in the
case which Qi(0,0, ¿2^3) and (^2(0,0, ¿2, Í3) are both proportional to the square of
the same linear form. In the latter case wefindthat
F(x) = xi(xiLi(x) +X2L2{-x) + ciL(xz,xA)2)
+x2(xiLs(x) + x2L4(x) + c2L(x3, x4)2).
This has a singular point when x\ — X2 = L(x$, X4) = 0, contradicting our original
assumption.
Summarizing the above considerations, wefindthat the equation Q(t) = 0 has
0£iF(R1+2£I max(|a|, |/?|)) primitive solutions in the region given by (18), with the
possible exception of O (I) pairs a,(3. To cover these exceptional cases we observe
that if Q is non-singular, at least one of the binary forms
£2(ж1,ж ,0), Q(xi,0,rr ), Q(0,a?2,^ ), (Э(ж ж ,^2)
2

3

3

ь

2
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must also be non-singular. Thus, for the exceptional pairs a, /3, Lemma 7 produces
0£,F(R1+2E) primitive solutions in the region given by (18).
We may now estimate S*7V(GV, AR) as
<<ep F
+1+
2E i?1+27max(|a|,|/?|) <£,F R4/3+2e
M
lal.lfll^flVS
Taken in conjunction with the bounds (16) and (17), this completes the proof of
Theorem 1.
6. Bounds for the rank of elliptic curves
In this section we shall sketch the proof of the estimates (2) and (3). We write our
curve in the form
E : y2 = x3 - ax - b,
where a, b are integers, and the discriminant D = 4a3 — 27b2 is non-zero. We may
assume, without loss of generality, that the equation is in global minimal form, to the
extent that there is no integer d ^ 2 for which dA\a and d6\b. We now estimate the
rank of E by the familiar 2-descent process. If K is thefieldgenerated by the roots
of the cubic Xs — aX — 6, then
rE ^2{uK(\D\) + h2(K)} + 0(1),
where UJK(\D\) is the number of distinct prime ideal factors of D, and h2(K) is the
2-rank of the ideal class group of K.
Since K has degree at most 6, we see that LOK(\D\) < 6u;(|£>|), where u;(|J5|) is
the number of distinct rational primes dividing \D\. Moreover, we have
u){\D\)=u(CE) + 0{\)
since, with the possible exceptions p = 2 and p = 3, a prime p divides D if and only
if it divides CE- We note also that
logC#
u)(CE) <
«ClogCi?.
log log CE
We must now consider the discriminant DK of the field K. The curve E will have
bad reduction at every prime p ^ 6 which ramifies in K. Moreover since the degree
of K is at most 6, the exponent to which p occurs in DK is absolutely bounded. It
follows from these considerations that
log\DK\ « l o g C £ .
It is easy to bound the class number h(K) of K in terms of DK, given that the
degree is at most 6. For example, an estimate of Weyl [11; page 166] gives h(K) <C
\DK\7/2- Since 2h*W <c h(K), we conclude that
h2(K) < log\DK\ < logC^.
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Taken in conjunction with our earlier estimates this last bound now shows that
rE < log CE
as claimed in (2).
When the curve has a rational point of order 2, the field K is quadratic, or may
even reduce to Q. In this case the theory of genera shows that
h2(K)

<UJ(\DK\)<Z:U(CE).

In this case it therefore follows that
rE < u){CE) <

\ogCE
log log CE

as claimed in (3).
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